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Editor's Note

Rules define how gowns and hoods and tassels and tufts are worn. When I was a newcomer to academic dress, enthusiastic about deciphering the meanings and reasons behind all the shapes and colours, rules were the frame through which I came to understand why we wear it and how it is to be worn.

Studying the distinctions among universities and within universities led me to focus on those telltale differences between this hood and the next. But, as I was attempting to learn to tell a Cambridge [1] from a London [2], the distinctions and the rules governing them led me to see academic dress in only one of two ways: right or wrong.

Lining up before a commencement ceremony and reading the outfits, I would tut-tut at the professors who chose a trim colour because they preferred red to crimson and smirk at those who had their hoods on inside out. They weren't following the rules, I told myself, without which academic dress loses its meaning.

Or so I thought at the time. The more I learn about the history of academic dress the more I enjoy the departures from statutes governing these specialized clothes. The evolutions they have undergone to arrive in their modern forms, I understand now, are part of each item's story. When a professor or student changes how her gown looks, it becomes personal to her because she added her own meaning to the gown.

Most changes of that sort are unique. They do not get copied or if they do, the change tends to last only a short time. But other changes take hold and become the new standard, such as which side of a hood we wear on our backs, which Nick Groves describes in a portion of his article starting on page 76. Some other changes are said to come with the weight of tradition, such as the significance of American faculty colours, when in fact they turn out to be chosen with more imagination and fewer historical antecedents, as Kenny Suit continues to demonstrate starting on page 39.

So while tradition and precedence set the tone for academic dress, variations set the rhythm, because without change, academic dress, like most other traditions and rituals, become monotonous, or sartorial fossils. Today I embrace change and variation in cap and gown. It helps keep academic dress relevant and meaningful to the newest scholars, those who will be the ones who decide if universities wear it in the future.

—Stephen Wolgast